
plan design discussion, and allows the focus to be 
on delivering value. “If you want to shut off a plan 
sponsor’s brain, talk about investments,” he cau-
tions — and yet that’s the topic with which many 
advisors open. People — including those business 
owners — are first worried about things like food, 
shelter — and, somewhere down that list — that 
“ticket to quit.” The question for business owners 
looking ahead to that day is: “Can you, save 
enough for retirement with an IRA?” 

For advisors looking to provide a better 
solution at a profit for their business, the speed 
and efficiency of establishing the plan on a plat-
form can make a big difference. And yet, Kiley 
explains, a “non-traditional” sale — one that 
doesn’t involve an advisor — sells six times faster 
than those sold by an advisor.

Platform Paralysis
A big impediment to efficiency, notes Kiley, 

is that an average retirement plan advisor is 
keeping up with approximately 50 plans — on 
12 different platforms. Why so many platforms? 
Kiley explains that behavioral finance principles 
— specifically inertia — reign even among advi-
sors, who tend to leave the plans where they are. 
He maintains, however, that it is not efficient to 
maintain multiple platforms and investment menus. 
“It can drown an advisor with platform-driven fund 
analysis,” he says.

While everyone talks about “big data” — 
enormous data sets that may be analyzed to 
reveal patterns, trends and associations — Kiley 
suggests a better focus for advisors is “little data” 
— knowledge about what individuals are doing, 

One of the seven habits of highly effective 
people is to “begin with the end in mind.” And 
yet, the industry’s focus remains the beginnings.

Consider automatic enrollment — that defer-
ral rate that workers can afford, or will tolerate. 
While important — you have to be able to start 
the engine in order to make the trip, after all. But 
would you set off on a long journey without check-
ing your gas gauge before just driving away? 
For all the talk about outcomes, and as important 
as those monthly income estimates can be as a 
discussion point, they relay data that isn’t really 
information that participants can relate to. Even if 
they do see that number — and on the half dozen 
sheets of paper that, coupled with disclosures, of-
ten constitute today’s 401(k) participant statement, 
the odds aren’t good — they are likely to see a 
figure well short of their current monthly income — 
and no instruction on how to change it.   

But, says Michael Kiley, Founder and 
President of PAi, “What if you told that 401(k) 
saver that, based on their current savings rate 
and investment allocation they would be able to 
maintain their current lifestyle in retirement for 
just six years?” Kiley maintains that participants 
can comfortably relate to the concept of how 
much retirement they want, though that is not 
how the retirement plan industry presents the 
choice. “After all, retirement isn’t about money, 
it’s about time.”

The Rolling Stones once opined that “time 
is on my side,” and while that’s true for savers, 
it’s only after they are savers. The key to that, 
of course, is to create savers by getting their ac-
count established. Kiley notes that advisors have 
access to encourage, to quantify and communi-
cate gaps, to help those “do it for me” savers, 
whether individuals or small businesses. 

Lead with People, Not Product
In trying to persuade a plan sponsor — po-

tential or current — about making a change, Kiley 
says that the right place to start is by making the 
employer “participant #1.” That personalizes the 

and not doing, alerts tied to changes in their 
family status, compensation or age. “When 
a 45-year-old gets a pay raise, he or she 
also gets a retirement income cut if we don’t 
accelerate their contribution levels to keep up,” 
he explains.

More than that, automation with a directed 
focus on that “little” data allows an advisor to 
spend time on the right things, the things that 
matter in achieving retirement income security, 
not to mention an improved financial wellness 
while still working. For an advisor, that makes 
for a more effective — and efficient focus.

And “efficiency,” concludes Kiley, “leads 
to more income — for the advisor, and for 
those he or she helps along the way.”

CoPilot is a bundled retirement service and is not an independent 
entity. Services for CoPilot are provided by PAi, PAi Trust Company, Inc. and 
Employer Retirement Investment Advisors, LLC, (eRIA) all of which are affiliated 
business entities under common control and ownership interest. Investment 

advisory services are provided by eRIA, an SEC registered investment 
adviser. eRIA’s Form ADV Part 2A (Client Brochure) is available by contacting 
eRIA at (877)357-7031. 

The Years of Retirement calculator is for illustrative purposes only. The 

estimates provided through this calculator are inherently uncertain and are 
not, in any way, a guarantee of future results.  

401(k) plans are: Not FDIC insured| Not bank guaranteed | 
May lose value.

HOW MUCH RETIREMENT WOULD YOU LIKE?
Asking the right retirement questions can build your business and profitability.

“What if you told that 401(k) saver 

that, they would be able to  

maintain their current lifestyle in 

retirement for just six years?”
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CoPilot powered by PAi, is a do-it-for-you-

solution for advisors selling 401(k) plans. Our 

simple online enrollment process starts with 

one question, “How much retirement would 

you like?” Participants answer in years. Our 

proprietary Years of Retirement tool shows 

participants how many years they are on 

track to have and helps them close any gap 

between what they have and what they desire. 

Focusing on outcomes results in increased 

contributions and more assets, rather than 

just dollar amounts. In addition to Years of 

Retirement and participant monitoring and in-

vestment advice, CoPilot utilizes an investment 

fiduciary and a 3(38) investment manager 

to create plan lineups and model allocations. 

The investment manager focuses on the funds 

so you can focus on your customers, including 

your next customer.

To learn more, visit copilotretire.com/

advisor or give us a call: 800.236.7400.
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